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What is a Partial Space Elevator?

Technical positioning

◆ A space elevator halfway

◆ Normalized auxiliary cargo

transportation technology in

space

Advantages

⚫ Safe cargo transportation

⚫ Save freight

System

composition

Main satellite:
(Ultra-large Spacecrafts,

Space Stations 

and Moon base)

Tether

length: several -

104 km

Climber (carrying cargos)

Driven by electricity

End body 

(transport spacecraft)

Low to 

95%

OFF
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A Space Elevator Halfway

Partial Space Elevator is an Space Elevator Halfway
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Problems of the Partial Space Elevator

Relating fields

Materials
Dynamics and 

Control
Machine Design

Three Main Fields

Tether 

Preparation

Efficiency

Transportation

Actuator

Control AbilityControl Strategy

Observer Theory

Driven by dynamics and 

control requirements
Driven by dynamics and 

control requirementsConstrained by other fields

Core issues:

⚫ Carbon nanotube 

⚫ Tether structure design

Core issues:

⚫ Improve control input 

performance
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Problems about Dynamics and Control

Dynamics and Control

Control and Mission plan

High-fidelity Dynamic Model

Libration 

Suppression

Orbit-Keeping
for

The main satellite

States and disturbances observing
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Research Introductions about PSE

In the past decade, studies in the field of PSE have mainly focused on:

Modeling, Dynamic Calculations, and Libration Suppression.

Dynamics Control

Based on previous works,

Professor Z.H. Zhu and Gefei

SHI et. al. have devoted on the

libration suppression of the

PSE in the past 10 years.

Libration motions

Main satellite

Climber

End body
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Research Introductions about PSE

The main contributions of Professor Z.H. Zhu and Gefei Shi include:

⚫ New libration suppression control strategy (no thrust).

⚫ Online optimal control schemes of PSE.

⚫ Stable cargo transportation scheme using analytical speed function.

⚫ Multiple application modes of PSE.

⚫ Orbit-keeping methods.

Parallel Optimization of Trajectory 

Planning and Tracking

t/s

Stable cargo transportation 

Climber

Moon-based PSE and Parallel PSE
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Orbit-Keeping issue

Orbits

(m
)

Main Satellite

Aperiodic orbit

r(0) = 7100km

Δr (0) = 0

e (0) =0

Ending Point

Δr：r - r(0)(m)

Cargo transfer leads to the orbit change (radius) 

of  the Main Satellite
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What is Orbit-Keeping issue

T1

To reduce the change of radius without using thrusters

on the Main Satellite

⚫ Modeling and Dynamic analyzing

⚫ Mission-based Method
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Main Objective

The expected goal to be achieved

after the cargo transportation

One reasonable condition

after one transfer mission

is that the changing

magnitude of r is small,

see blue lines in Figure.

The orbital states after the

transfer mission in (b) are

better than those in (a).
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How to Achieve the Orbit-Keeping Objective

The minute Δr can be approached after

a waiting period between the upward

and downward movements of the climber

Dynamic Conclusions:

⚫ After a desired waiting period, the

changing magnitude of the main satellite’s

radius (Δr) can be reduced obviously.

⚫ The appearing of the desired Δr presents

some periodicity.

Dynamics: Effects of Cargo Transportation on the Radius
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How to Achieve the Orbit-Keeping Objective

Determining a transporting time point for the climber’s 

downward movement

to make the final Δr small in a limited future period

The problem becomes: 

Mission-based Method
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How to Make the Decision 

Yet it is difficult to obtain the optimal beginning time by conventional quadratic

planning:

A single transportation mission is a time sequence that includes a state

trajectory, while the orbital dynamics of the main satellite focus on the state at

a particular moment.

t0

Initial time point

K2

Orbital characteristics of
the main satellite after
the transposition

Response correlation
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Mission-based Method

Mission Planning using Reinforcement Learning Method

RL Method: 

Deep Q-Network Learning Algorithm  (DQN)

Why DQN: 

1. Match the issue well: The decision for the mission-based method is one 

discrete action space.

2. Train faster and easier: DQN training algorithm is simpler and easier to 

operate than the algorithms with continuous action space like DDPG.
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Mission-based Method

Mission Planning using Reinforcement Learning Method

Flow chart of DQN algorithm

State space:

(θ1, 
ሶ𝜃1, θ2, 

ሶ𝜃2, L1, ሶ𝐿1, r, ሶ𝑟, ϑ, ሶ𝜗).

Action space:

Waiting interval:    h

Reward function:

( )max min max
n n n

Reward r r r r=  − − −

Each episode has 

only one action.
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Simulation and Discussion

Training results

Training episodes mean reward Cumulative reward

After 200 episodes of learning, the

algorithm converged, and the reward

value remained stable near 128.79.

Mission-based method 
makes the training easy
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Simulation and Discussion

Orbital changing 

Comparison

Exhaustion result

Waiting 1 orbit

Waiting 3.67 orbits

Obtained by RL method
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Simulation and Discussion

Effects of mission-based method

Comparison

Exhaustion result

Waiting 1 orbit

Obtained by RL method

The waiting interval generated by the proposed RL method reduces the orbital radius changing

magnitude after the mission by over 88%.

Exhaustion result’s amplitude of the orbital radius is 70m, which is greater than that in the case

in which the waiting interval is generated by the RL method. Due to the searching step of the

exhaustion is not small enough to achieve the optimal waiting interval.

Great online calculation burden

Δr reduced 88%
Compared with non-planning case
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Simulation and Discussion

Disadvantages

States of the PSE using RL method

1.Libration suppression

is not considered

2.Climber speed function

is preset.
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Conclusions and Prospects 

1. A Mission-based method has been proposed to address the main

satellite’s orbital keeping of the PSE implemented by DQN-based

Algorithm.

2. The new method focuses on planning the waiting interval between two

transfer missions from a mission planning perspective

3. The proposed mission-based method is effective in orbit radius keeping.

Conclusions
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Conclusions and Prospects 

1. The current RL method lacks robustness.

2. The current method cannot balance the issue of libration suppression

during the process.

Current Issues
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Conclusions and Prospects 

1. Establishing a mapping relationship between the orbital dynamics of the

main spacecraft and the load transportation mission, in order to provide a

specific mathematical description of the impact of the transportation mission on

the orbital parameters of the main spacecraft after the transportation is

completed.

Prospects 

2. Provide a cargo transportation mission planning method for maintaining the

orbit of the main spacecraft, establish an integrated mission planning framework

that coordinates multiple objectives and constraints, and takes into account

both "local" mission planning and "global" sequence planning.
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Thank You

Gefei SHI and Xurong YANG

shigf@mail.sysu.edu.cn


